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patagonia® wetsuits what’s the story? 
 

When we build a product we want to build the best. When it came to wetsuits, we 

wanted something warmer, more flexible, better fitting and tough enough to withstand 

extended use. We started with a combination of limestone neoprene, polyester and 

nylon, like all the other brands, but then pushed further, unsatisfied with just tweaking 

the status quo. first we tried lining a suit with the regulator® insulation we use in our 

alpine clothing, but the polyester absorbed water and turned heavy and cold. So we 

looked to what divers, sailors and fishermen had been using all these years to stay 

warm in and on the ocean. Wool. Wanting the finest, we chose merino. 

It’s the merino lining that gives our wetsuits their added warmth without added rubber. 

But our patented merino wool grid (U.S. patent No. 7395553) is just one part of the successful 

equation. the neoprene we use has a high-density nitrogen cell structure for maximum 

warmth and durability, the post consumer recycled polyester jersey increases durabil-

ity while minimizing environmental impact, and the quality craftsmanship and attention 

to little details ensures a great performing, well-made wetsuit.

patagonia wetsuits are decidedly warmer than standard nylon-lined suits. But that’s 

not all. they also wear longer, dry faster and are more environmentally conscious than 

other suits. We make them in four weights – r1®, r2®, r3®, and r4® – for all water 

temperatures, and in several styles for men and women.
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Made for warmer water with 2mm 
neoprene and recycled polyester 
 
R1® wetsuits not available 
in Europe this fall / winter.

Made for cool water with 2mm 
neoprene lined with chlorine-free 
merino wool

Made for frigid water with 5mm 
neoprene (front and back torso, 
seat), 4mm (sleeves & legs), 3mm 
(underarms, external gasket, hood) 
lined with chlorine-free merino 
wool (except accessories)

Made for cold water with 3mm 
neoprene lined with chlorine-free 
merino wool (except 
accessories)
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65-75º / 18-23 C 55-65º / 12-18 C 48-55º / 8-12 C 38-48º / 3-8 Cr-rating 
a new standard 
For warmth
Ordinary neoprene wetsuits have always been measured in millimeters. But there’s 
more to Patagonia® suits than just neoprene and nylon. Our merino wool lining 
combined with high-density neoprene sets a whole new standard for performance 
and warmth. So we use an R-Rating standard that shows the appropriate suit for 
the waters you surf.

“The beauty of having 
an amazing wetsuit is 
the fact that you can 
surf out of the way 
places that are colder, 
and actually stay out 
longer and get more 
waves. And that makes 
us all happier.” 
 
keith malloy, 
patagonia surf ambassador



a better wetsuit inside and out

Merino Wool 
Wool absorbs moisture and your body heats it, creating a greenhouse effect in your suit. our r2®, 
r3® and r4® wetsuits use our patented regulator® merino wool technology that helps retain body 
heat. We lay it out in a grid pattern and bond it to recycled polyester to better insulate, wick mois-
ture away from your skin and dry quickly. Wool is naturally warm even when wet, and it’s naturally 
odor-resistant. By lining our wetsuits with merino, we’re able to use less neoprene overall for better 
warmth and flexibility. We slow wash our merino for softness without the use of environmentally 
harmful chlorine. While they may sound earth-friendly, wetsuits lined with bamboo and polylactic 
acid (pLa) are not as warm and require the use of harmful solvents or genetically modified corn to 
make.

Quality Neoprene 
our wetsuits are made with the highest quality neoprene – neoprene that meets patagonia’s  
rigorous standards for stretch, durability and warmth.

“[This is] the best product that ever 
came out of this company.”

yvon Chouinard, 
patagonia founder/owner/surfer



attention to details

Needle: Using the right needle is key to a flawless seam and a 
beautiful wetsuit. We use a curved needle that’s grooved to minimize 
friction, minimizing damage to the wetsuit material. We monitor the 
sewing process to ensure the needle never puts a hole all the way 
through the neoprene.

Thread: Using the right thread is critical to long-lasting performance 
with high-stretch fabrics. We use tristar 60W – a strong, super thin 
thread that excels even under repeated flexion and requires a smaller 
needle puncture hole. this eliminates seam puckering and needle 
cutting.

Sewing: We never start or stop sewing a stitch mid-seam. all 
seams are sewn in one pass and only completed when they meet an 
intersecting seam where they can be secured by a knot and glue dot 
(externally) and a silicone dot (internally).

Blind-Stitching: We use a single-needle blind stitch on all exter-
nal seams and some internal seams as reinforcement in high-stress 
locations. this stitch interloops itself on the surface and never puts 

a hole all the way through the neoprene. the width-to-length ratio of 
our stitching results in a clean, bulk-free seam that gives maximum 
flexibility in high-movement zones and eliminates chafing.

Zig-Zag Stitching: We use a zig-zag lock-stitch on our front-Zip 
full-Suit styles – which require high stretch in the entry system – and 
on our front-Zip Spring-Suit styles along the hem of the sleeve and 
leg openings. the zig-zag lock-stitch acts like an accordion that 
can be adjusted either by making the stitch wider, narrower, longer 
or shorter depending on location and function. the back and forth 
movement of this stitch pattern offers more seam coverage, which is 
ideal for folding and finishing neoprene.

Internal Seam Reinforcements: every critical point along inter-
secting internal seams is secured with a silicone reinforcement to 
prevent the seam from splitting and to enhance comfort in high- 
abrasion areas. every reinforcement is hand-placed and heat-
pressed to meet our high standards for quality.

It takes approximately 6 hours and 45 minutes to make a patagonia full suit. that’s about twice as long as it takes to make most wetsuits. (We know, we make ours 
in some of the same factories our competitors do.) Quality this good only comes with time and care. the difference is in the details.

Zig-Zag Stitching

Blind-StitchingSewing

Internal Seam 
Reinforcements



External Seam Reinforcements: the thread at every critical point along intersecting external seams 
is carefully hand-knotted and secured with a dab of glue to prevent it from running. We do not punch 
holes all the way through the neoprene on any seam while sewing and knotting, and we leave no thread 
loose or exposed. this eliminates the need for external liquid seam sealing.

Bar Tack Reinforcements: We secure wrist and ankle cuffs and zipper facing with a 3/8” bar tack to 
prevent splitting and peeling. Because these areas are subjected to excessive tugging and pulling, they 
need extra reinforcement. they’re the only places on our wetsuits where the needle actually punctures 
all layers of the neoprene and fabrics. this is a proven industry method that yields solid results.

Seam Gluing, Bonding & Hand-Ironing: We apply three coats of taC cement when gluing and bond-
ing seams – unlike the two-coat industry standard. Lab tests show this results in a stronger seam. once 
seams are sealed and bonded together, we inspect each one to assure quality. then we use a hand 
iron on the inside seams to flatten and melt any glue left over from the bonding process. hand-ironing 
eliminates glue edges, enhancing comfort and durability.

Hand-Taping: Internal crotch seams are hand-taped for comfort and to prevent leakage.

Kneepads: Nothing beats the performance and durability of unscarred face fabrics, so we don’t  
deboss, emboss, silkscreen or apply heat transfers to them. Such embellishments require excessive 
pressure at temperature, which can compromise protective, high-abrasion areas.

Webbing & Shock Cords: all webbing and shock cords are hand cut with a heat knife and rounded off 
to prevent hard edges and fraying.

attention to details

“The flexibilty factor; it’s not just a comfort thing. 
It really facilitates the way you surf.” 
 
Wayne Lynch, patagonia surf ambassador

Seam Gluing, Bonding & 
Hand-Ironing

Bar Tack ReinforcementsExternal Seam 
Reinforcements

Webbing & Shock CordsKneepadsHand-Taping 



women’s

men’s

aCCessoriesstyles with substanCe



men’s r1® 
Long-Sleeve Back-Zip top

men’s r1® 
Back-Zip Vest

Women’s r1® 
Long-Sleeve Back-Zip top

men’s sizes: S, m, L, XL, XXL women’s sizes:  4–14, even

for Warmer Water 
(65°-75°f/18-23C), 2mm NeopreNe 
(r1 styles do not have merino wool lining) 
R1® wetsuits not available in Europe this fall / winter.
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Women’s r1® 
Back-Zip Vest



men’s r2® 
front-Zip Short-Sleeve full Suit

men’s r2® 
front-Zip Spring Suit

for CooL Water 
(55°-65°f/12-18C), 2mm NeopreNe

men’s r2® 
front-Zip full Suit

men’s sizes: short-sleeve full suit and spring suit (S, m, L, XL, XXL),  front-zip and back-zip full suit (S, mS, m, mt , LS, L, Lt, XLS, XL, XLt, XXL, XXXL)

2
®

men’s r2® 
Back-Zip full Suit

inside/out view



for CooL Water 
(55°-65°f/12-18C), 2mm NeopreNe

Women’s r2® 
front-Zip Long-Sleeve Spring Suit

women’s sizes:  4–14, even

2
®

Women’s r2® 
front-Zip full Suit

inside/out viewinside/out view

women’s sizes:  4–14, even, 8t, 10t



men’s r3® 
Back-Zip full Suit

men’s r3® 
front-Zip full Suit

for CoLd Water 
(48°-55°f/8-12C), 3mm NeopreNe

men’s r3® 
hooded front-Zip full Suit

Women’s r3® 
front-Zip full Suit

men’s sizes: S, mS, m, mt, LS, L, Lt, XLS, XL, XLt, XXL, XXXL women’s sizes:  4–14, even, 8t, 10t

3
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inside/out view



men’s r4® 
hooded front-Zip full Suit

men’s sizes: S, mS, m, mt , LS, L, Lt, XLS, XL, XLt, XXL, XXXL women’s sizes:  4–14, even, 8t, 10t

4
®

Women’s r4® 
hooded front-Zip full Suit

inside/out viewinside/out view

5mm NeopreNe (front and 
back torso, seat), 
4mm (sleeves & legs), 
3mm (underarms, external 
gasket, hood)

for frIgId Water 
(38°-48°f/3-8C),



key Features 
& beneFits
1   back-zip has crescent-

shaped neoprene panel along 
closure for easier zip-up and a 
better seal; zipper gusset has 
drain holes

2   panels and seams are stra-
tegically placed for ease of 
paddling 

3   durable Supratex cuffs at 
wrists and ankles minimize 
flushing, resist tearing; rein-
forced with bar tacks and a 
polyurethane tab

4   seam eliminated at back of 
knee for better comfort and flex 
while swimming and bodysurfing

5   anatomically engineered 
knee-pads are made with 
strong and stretchy Supratex 
instead of stiffer, environmentally 
harmful pVC

•   double neck gasket (internal/ 
external) minimizes flushing and  
is reinforced at the shoulders for 
durability

•   front yoke is overlapped for 
easy on/off (front-zip only)

•   seams are single-needle blind-
stitched on the outside using 
nylon-bonded thread and triple  
glued for extra durability and 
strength; crotch seams are 
taped inside; critical seams are 
stitched, glued, reinforced and 
taped

•   fully lined with soft, chlorine-
free merino wool for warmth, 
comfort, ease of paddling and 
environmental sensitivity

•   critical areas faced with nylon  
and recycled polyester for  
greater flex and durability; 
underarms are double-faced 
with nylon for flexibility

front-zip baCk-zip 
1

3

2

45



key Features 
& beneFits
•  quarter-length back zip with  
 nylon-zipper garage to prevent 
 zipper creep

•  neoprene underarm panels are  
 backed by nylon jersey on both  
 sides for better stretch while  
 paddling (back-zip top only)

•  bar tacks at cuffs reinforce seams  
 in high-stress areas (long-sleeve 
 back-zip tops only)

•  front loop for boardshort tie-in  
 compatibility

•  all seams glued and blind stitched

tops



aCCessories

(We recommend ordering one size below 
normal shoe size to ensure proper fit.)
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hood (3mm) 
fabric: 3mm neoprene laminated 
to plush, water-resistant polyester 
lining; elastic binding with fixed 
chin strap for snug fit; 3-panel 
construction 
sizes: S, m, L

3
®

gLoVeS (3mm) 

4
®

gLoVeS (5mm) 

fabric: neoprene laminated to 
plush, water-resistant polyester 
lining; 3-panel construction and 
anatomically placed seams for fit 
and durability; bar tacks taped for 
durability 
sizes: XS, S, m, L, XL

3
®

SpLIt-toe BootIeS (3mm)

4
®

SpLIt-toe BootIeS (5mm)  

fabric: durable nylon-faced neoprene 
laminated to plush, water-resistant 
polyester lining 
key features: split-toe and heel lock 
improve fit and performance; strap 
wraps across top of foot to prevent 
ballooning; rubber wrap reinforce-
ment on outside and arch protect 
feet from rocks; pull tab on heel for 
easy on/off; fine-grip rubber soles 
for traction and feel 
sizes: 4–13 (men’s sizes)



wetsuits

HOOD S M L 
(IN)   21˝-22˝ 22˝-23˝ 23˝-24˝ 
(cm)   53-56 56-58 58-61

GLOveS XS S M L XL 
Finger to wrist (IN) 6˝ 6½˝ 6 ¾˝ 7˝ 7½˝ 
(cm)   15 16 17 18 19 
Knuckles (in) 8˝ 8½˝ 8¾˝ 9˝ 9½˝ 
(cm)   20 21 22 23 24 
Hand measurements should be taken around the knuckles (not the thumb).

BOOtieS  (We recommend ordering one size below normal shoe size to ensure proper fit.)

U.S.   4-13  (men’s sizes, no half sizes)

eUrO 35-49

iF the suit Fits size Chart aCCessories 
size Chartmen’s  S MS M Mt LS L Lt XLS XL XLt XXL XXXL  

 

HeiGHt  (IN) 5’9˝ 5’7½˝ 5’10˝ 6’2˝ 5’8½˝ 5’11˝ 6’3˝ 5’9½˝ 6’ 6’4˝ 6’1˝ 6’4˝ 

 (cm) 175 172 178 188 174 180 190 177 183 193 186 193

WeiGHt (LBS) 135-155 140-160 150-170 160-180 160-180 170-190 180-200 180-200 190-210 200-220 210-230 230-250 

 (KG) 61-70 64-73 68-77 73-82 73-82 77-86 82-91 82-91 86-95 91-100 95-104 104-114

neck  (IN) 15˝ 15½˝ 15½˝ 15½˝ 16˝ 16˝ 16˝ 16½˝ 16½˝ 16½˝ 17˝ 17½˝ 

 (cm) 38 39 39 39 41 41 41 42 42 42 43 44

cHeSt (IN) 37½˝ 39½˝ 39½˝ 39½˝ 41½˝ 41½˝ 41½˝ 43½˝ 43½˝ 43½˝ 44½˝ 46½˝ 

 (cm) 95 100 100 100 105 105 105 111 111 111 113 118

WaiSt (IN) 30˝ 31½˝ 31½˝ 31½˝ 33½˝ 33½˝ 33½˝ 35½˝ 35½˝ 35½˝ 37½˝ 39½˝ 

 (cm) 76 80 80 80 85 85 85 90 90 90 95 100  

HipS (IN) 35˝ 36½˝ 36½˝ 36½˝ 38½˝ 38½˝ 38½˝ 40½˝ 40½˝ 40½˝ 42½˝ 44½˝ 

 (cm) 89 93 93 93 98 98 98 103 103 103 108 113

inSeaM (IN) 29˝ 28˝ 29½˝ 31¾˝ 28˝ 30˝ 32˝ 28¾˝ 30¼˝ 32½˝ 305/8̋  305/8̋  

 (cm) 74 71 75 81 71 76 81 73 77 82 78 78 

women’s 4 6 8 8t 10 10t 12 14 

 

HeiGHt (IN) 5’5˝ 5’6˝  5’7˝ 5’8½˝ 5’8˝ 5’9½˝ 5’9˝ 5’10˝ 

 (cm) 165 165-70 168-173 174 170-175 177 173-178 175-180  

WeiGHt (LBS) 100 -120 105-125 110 -130 120-140 120-140 130-150 130-150 140-160 

 (KG) 45-54 48-57 50-59 55-64 54-64 59-68 59-68 64-73      

neck (IN) 11½˝ 12˝ 12½˝ 12½˝ 13˝ 13˝ 13½˝ 14˝ 

 (cm) 29 31 32 32 33 33 34 36   

cHeSt (IN) 30½˝-32½˝ 31½˝-33½˝ 32½”-34½˝ 32½˝-34½˝ 34˝-36˝ 34˝-36˝ 35½˝-37½˝ 37”-39˝ 

 (cm) 78-83 80-85 83-88 83-88 86-91 86-91 90-95 94-99

WaiSt (IN) 24˝ 25˝ 26˝ 26˝ 27½˝ 27½˝ 29˝ 30½˝ 

 (cm) 61 63 66 66 70 70 74 78  

HipS (IN) 34˝ 35˝ 36˝ 36˝ 37½˝ 37½˝ 39˝ 40½˝ 

 (cm) 86 89 91 91 95 95 99 103   

inSeaM (IN) 28˝ 28˝ 28½˝ 29½˝ 28¾˝ 29¾˝ 29˝ 29¼˝ 

 (cm) 71 71 72 75 73 76 74 74

wetsuits
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onE pErCEnt for tHE pLanEt 

patagonia pledges at least 1% of sales – 

$35 million in grants and in-kind donations 

to date – to the preservation and restoration 

of the natural environment. for the full story, visit 

patagonia.com/enviro. for more information on 

becoming a member of 1% for the planet®, check out 

onepercentfortheplanet.org.



wE stand bEHind EvErytHing wE makE 
including our wetsuits. but wetsuits require care if they are 
going to perform and wear the way they were intended. 

We pride ourselves on our workmanship and stand behind our wetsuits should materials or construction not 

perform as intended. But taking care of your wetsuit is your responsibility. Patagonia is not responsible for 

wetsuits that are abused or show normal wear and tear over time. Scratches and fading are inevitable, as are 

tears from the occasional close call with a fin.

patagonia® ironClad guarantee

wEtsuit CarE guidELinEs

• rinse with fresh water after every use.

• after rinsing, fold in half at waist and 
 hang dry.

• do not store wet or in direct sunlight.

• Suit up carefully. We’ve selected high-  
 stretch materials for their comfort and  

 function. avoid overstretching fabric  
 and seams. do not step on one leg to  
 pull the other leg out. 
 
• If possible, change in a plastic tub or 
 on a mat.

tHings tHat void our wEtsuit warranty

•  repairs made by an unauthorized repair 
shop if they damage the suit.

•  Wetsuit classified as “used” or 
“second” (sold with defects).

•  Wetsuits used in commercial opera-
tions, wetsuit rental, teaching or instruc-
tional programs or activities.

•  fit issues that arise after the wetsuit 
has been used. fit issues should be  
resolved before the wetsuit hits the water.

Our wetsuit warranty does not cover upgrading 
your older Patagonia wetsuit to a current model. 
We are continuously improving our designs and 
materials, but that doesn’t make your existing 
wetsuit unsatisfactory. It just means that the next 
one you buy will be even better than the last.

wEtsuit workmansHip
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